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Documents and Pre-requisities

 Documents required for Tourist Visa are: Valid 

passport, Return Airline Tickets and Scanned 

copy of Passport size Photograph.

 Mobile Number (which would work in Dubai) 

and email id are mandatory.
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Documents and Pre-requisities

 There are 02 forms which need be filled. You can 
get this from website of the airlines, for example 
Emirates (These are kind of Health Declaration or 
Certificate) 

 Form to be submitted in India: 
https://c.ekstatic.net/ecl/documents/dubai-
health-declaration-form.pdf

 Form to be submitted in UAE: 
https://c.ekstatic.net/ecl/documents/dubai-
arrivals-quarantine-procedure-declaration-form-
july.pdf

https://c.ekstatic.net/ecl/documents/dubai-health-declaration-form.pdf
https://c.ekstatic.net/ecl/documents/dubai-arrivals-quarantine-procedure-declaration-form-july.pdf
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Documents and Pre-requisities

 Guest has to do PCR test from Approved Centre, not 
more than 96 hours before landing. 

 Travel Insurance is a must and Immigration Officer asks 
for the copy, if guest does not have he will be charged 
fine of 5000 AED on the spot, so no guest should travel 
without insurance.

 The Travel insurance should cover Covid-19, as of now 
all insurance companies say it is covered but only TATA 
AIG is the only one giving it in writing right now. 

 Guest needs to Sign Health declaration form to bear all 
cost of Quarantine and Treatment. (Costs in case he 
tests positive)
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Procedure at Indian Airport

 At the Airport in India, Guest should reach at least 04 Hours before their 
Flight Time.

 When the Guest reaches Airport, there is a counter before Entry Gate and 3 
Airport Staffs shall be waiting to check the Guest and his details.

 The First person will check temperature of the Guest.

 The Second person will mention it in one form (which is like duplicate, 
above and below same details), he will keep one part of it and handover 
the copy to Guest to show at Airline Counter.

 The Third person is CISF Staff who will check the Documents, i.e. the above 
Form, Ticket, Visa and then allow the Guest to enter the Airport.
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Procedure at Indian & UAE Airport

 At the Airline check-in counter, Guest has to submit the two forms downloaded from 
online (which are Self Declaration details).

 Out of these forms, one form (Self Declaration form) is take n by them and the other 
one has to be submitted at Dubai Airport on arrival. Please note that the second form is 
also provided by airline on board.

 At Dubai Airport, before Immigration, there is counter where guest goes and submits 
the second form, Guest has to get all Documents checked there, like Visa, Covid-19 
test Result from India, Travel Insurance Documents and the Guest will get the Swab test 
Kit.

 Guest will go to Immigration, where his Visa, Insurance are checked and he passes 
Immigration to submit his Swab Test Kit.

 There is a Counter where Guest has to submit Swab Test Kit, after which there is a Green 
Sticker put on his Passport which means he is free to exit Airport but he cannot go 
around his business till the test result is out.
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Procedure at UAE Airport & End Notes

 A Working mobile number and email id is mandatory to be given at the 
Airport while giving the Swab test. Guest will receive an SMS with test result 
(Clearance message) within 24-36 Hours of Test given.

 Till Guest has not received the message, he needs to remain isolated in the 
room (Hotel or Residence)

 If Test Results show Mild Symptoms, Guest has to Self-Quarantine for 07 days 
and then do the Test again. If Symptoms are Severe, Guest needs to be 
Hospitalized.

 Guest will go to Immigration, where his Visa, Insurance are checked and he 
passes Immigration to submit his Swab Test Kit.

 At Dubai Airport, Guest has to download the Covid Dxb Smart App which 
keeps track of the guest while in Dubai.
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